Entry in the host bacterial cell is one of the least understood steps in the life cycle of bacteriophages. The different envelopes of Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, with a fluid outer membrane and exposing a thick peptidoglycan wall to the environment respectively, impose distinct challenges for bacteriophage binding and (re-)distribution on the bacterial surface. Here, infection of the Gram-positive rod-shaped bacterium Bacillus subtilis by bacteriophage SPP1 was followed in space and time. We found that SPP1 reversible adsorption occurs preferentially at the cell poles. This initial binding facilitates irreversible adsorption to the SPP1 phage receptor protein YueB, which is encoded by a putative type VII secretion system gene cluster. YueB was found to concentrate at the cell poles and to display a punctate peripheral distribution along the sidewalls of B. subtilis cells. The kinetics of SPP1 DNA entry and replication were visualized during infection.
Most of the infecting phages DNA entered and initiated replication near the cell poles. Altogether, our results reveal that the preferentially polar topology of SPP1 receptors on the surface of the host cell determines the site of phage DNA entry and subsequent replication, which occurs in discrete foci.

Introduction

Bacterial viruses (phages or bacteriophages) are the most abundant biological entities in the Biosphere (25). Their vast majority (96% of the phages presently described (2)) use a tail device for specific recognition of the host, binding to its surface and delivery of their genome from their icosahedral capsid to the bacterial cytoplasm. The first contact with the bacterial surface usually leads to reversible binding that is not saturable. It allows for dissociation of viable phages from the bacterium. In a second step, phages attach irreversibly to a specific cell envelope receptor committing to infection of the host. This process is normally saturable due to a limited number of active receptors accessible for the irreversible interaction at the cell surface. Reversible and irreversible adsorption can target the same receptor or involve different surface components (48 and references therein). The two strategies correlate with distinct phage adsorption machineries whose complexity can vary from a single receptor binding protein (RBP) to complex baseplates with several RBPs (42, 47). Different phages of Gram-negative bacteria were shown to bind preferentially to cell poles at low multiplicity of infection (18). In case of phage lambda this localization correlates with the polar topology of ManY, an inner membrane protein required for lambda DNA entry in the bacterium. The subsequent position of phage DNA replication appears to occur also at cytoplasmic positions close to the pole (18). However, the receptor for irreversible binding at the bacterial surface, LamB, is an abundant protein distributed throughout
the Escherichia coli outer membrane following a helical pattern (20). It is thus likely that the
preferential positioning of phage lambda at the cell poles results of fast two-dimensional
diffusion of a sub-population of LamB in the membrane (20). The complex lambda-LamB would
then be immobilized at the pole for a yet unknown mechanism to initiate infection. The situation
is different in Gram-positive bacteria where the distribution of surface receptors is defined by the
cell wall dynamics, which is determined by the comparatively slower addition of new polymers
to the growing cell wall sacculus (16, 46). The bacterial surface provided by the Gram-positive
envelope imposes a different barrier to virus attack and thus distinct challenges for viral
attachment and infection relative to Gram-negative bacteria. We engaged to study the cell
biology of viral infection initiation in the former group of bacteria.

Bacteriophage SPP1 infects the Gram-positive rod-shaped soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis.
Infection is initiated by the reversible binding of SPP1 to glucosylated poly(glycerolphosphate)
cell wall teichoic acids (WTA) (7). This reversible interaction allows for fast attachment of
phages to the bacterium facilitating two-dimensional scanning of its surface for the SPP1
receptor YueB (7). The strong interaction between SPP1 and YueB commits the phage to
infection (39, 41). YueB is an integral membrane protein with five transmembrane segments at
its carboxyl terminus and a large ectodomain forming a 36.5 nm-long fiber that spans the thick B.
subtilis cell wall to expose the SPP1 receptor domain at the bacterial surface (39, 41). Binding of
the SPP1 adsorption apparatus to YueB triggers a sequence of conformational changes in the
phage tail structure (34) that culminates in genome release from viral particles through the tail
tube (40, 41). SPP1 DNA is found inside B. subtilis at 3 min post-infection (p.i.) at 37°C in rich
medium (12 and references therein). Viral DNA transcription and replication initiates rapidly
afterwards. Concatemers of the phage genome are detected 8 min after infection (12, 30 and
references therein). Expression of late genes coding for morphogenetic proteins initiates at 10-12 min p.i., followed by SPP1 DNA packaging and formation of infective viral particles that are released by cell lysis occurring between 30 min and 60 min p.i. under optimal infection conditions (4). Here, we studied the spatial and temporal program of SPP1 infection of *B. subtilis*. We show that preferential polar interactions of the phage with its receptors determine the topology of DNA entry in the cell and the localization of phage multiplication foci in the bacterial cytoplasm.

Material and Methods

General methods

*B. subtilis* strains were grown in Luria–Bertani (LB) medium with appropriate antibiotic concentrations (Table 1).

SPP1 phages were produced in *B. subtilis* YB886 (51) grown in LB medium and supplemented with 10 mM CaCl₂ just before infection (38). Isolated phage plaques (10⁵-10⁶ pfu) were used to generate confluent plate lysates (10⁸-5x10⁸ pfu) and then phages were amplified sequentially in small and large scale culture infections. Cell debris were pelleted at 8,000 g for 15 min at 4 °C. In large scale preparations the lysates were centrifuged overnight at 8,000 g to sediment phage particles. Phages were then purified by isopycnic centrifugation in a discontinuous gradient with layers of 1.7, 1.5 and 1.45 g cm⁻³ of CsCl prepared in TBT buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl₂, pH 7.5, [9]). Gradients were run in a SW41Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter) at 32,000 rpm for 6 h at 20 °C and the phage blue band was collected with a syringe and a needle by lateral perforation of the tube (37). Phages were dialysed against...
TBT and stocked in this buffer. Titrations were carried out using *B. subtilis* YB886 as indicator strain unless stated otherwise.

**Construction of bacteriophage SPP1delX110lacO\textsubscript{64}**

An array of *lacO* operators situated between *NheI* and *XbaI* restriction sites of plasmid pFX276 kindly provided by FX Barre (CGM, Gif-sur-Yvette, France) (27), was amplified by PCR using primers 124-2 (5\textsuperscript{\prime}-AAGAGCATGCATTACGTAATGGATCCACTTTATGCTTCCGCTCG-3\textsuperscript{\prime}; restriction sites *Sph*I, *SnaBI*, and *BamHI* are underlined) and 125-2 (5\textsuperscript{\prime}-AAGAGCATGCATCTCGAGATGTGCTGCAAGGCG-3\textsuperscript{\prime}; sites *Sph*I and *XhoI* are underlined) and digested with *Sph*I. The PCR fragment was cloned into the genome of bacteriophage SPP1delX110 (45) cleaved at its unique *Sph*I site 39721-39726 bp (EMBL accession code X97918 [3]). The ligation reaction was transformed into *B. subtilis* competent cells (10). Single phage plaques were titrated to re-obtain single plaques corresponding to pure clones. Insertion of the *lacO* operators cassette was confirmed by PCR and DNA sequencing. PCR was routinely used to check for stability of the insert during multiplication of the SPP1delX110lacO\textsubscript{64} phage.

**Chemical modification of bacteriophages**

A 10 mM stock of EZ-Link® Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (sulfo succinimidyl-6-[biotin-amido] hexanoate) (PIERCE) was made in Milli-Q water (Millipore) (18). The solution was mixed with CsCl-purified SPP1delX110lacO\textsubscript{64} phage particles previously dialysed against 20 mM Hepes-Na, pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl\textsubscript{2} to yield a final concentration of 24 μM biotinylation reagent. After 30 min at room temperature the reaction was stopped by the addition of glycine to a final concentration of 0.025 %. The concentration of Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin was...
optimized to have minimal effect on phage viability as tested by direct plaque assay (> 80 %
phage viability). Determination of the irreversible adsorption constant ($k_{ads}$) of control and
modified phages to B. subtilis YB886 was carried out as described (7, 39).

**Bacterial strains construction**

YB886 strains expressing the different $yueB$ forms were obtained by transformation of wild-
type YB886 with genomic DNA constructs of B. subtilis L16601 (6, 39). The $yueB$ Δ6 deletion
was introduced in YB886 using CSJ4 DNA as donor (39) and selecting for erythromycin and
SPP1 resistance ($ery^R$ at the $amyE$ locus). The resulting strain was named YB886Δ6 (Fig. 1A).
This strain served as recipient for transformation with CSJ6 DNA (39), yielding strain
YB886Δ6.PxylYB that allows ectopic expression of $yueB$ under the control of the $P_{xylA}$ promoter
(Fig. 1A). Strain YB886.PspacYB was obtained by transformation of YB886 with DNA of CSJ3
(39), which expresses $yueB$ from the $P_{spac}$ promoter.

For expression of $yueB$-gfp fusions the $gfp$ mut2 gene was amplified by PCR from vector
pEA18 (35) (primer pair gfp 30D/gfp 749R; AGTAAGGAGAAGAATTTTCACTGGAG and
GATCCCTCGAGGAATTCTTATTGTATAGTATCCATCCATGC; $XhoI$ and $EcoRI$ sites are
underlined) and fused, by overlap extension PCR, to another PCR product that carried the 3’ end
of $yueB$ except for the stop codon (primer pair YB GFP-1/YB GFP-2;
CGTTATCGGAAATTCTCGAGTCCTGTGGACTTA
and
CTCCAGTGAATAATTTTCTTTACTGTGGGGTTTCTGCTATCCATCG
CTTTCTGCTGT; sites $XhoI$ and $EcoRI$ are underlined (note that in the overlapping PCR only
the flanking primers (YB GFP-1 and gfp 749R) carry restriction sites). The fusion product was
cleaved with $EcoRI$ and cloned in vector pUS19 digested with the same enzyme (8). The
resulting plasmid, pCB-GFP, was checked for sequence correctness and used to transform B.
*subtilis* L16601 and CSJ6, yielding strains CBM-GFP and CBM191, with native or $P_{xylA}^{-}$
dependent expression of $yueB-gfp$, respectively (6). Strains YB886.YBGFP and
YB886.Δ6.Pxy1YBGFP were obtained by transforming YB886 with CBM-GFP DNA and
YB886.Δ6 with CBM191 DNA, respectively (Fig. 1A; Table 1 [6]). The $k_{ads}$ of SPP1 to these
strains was determined as described (7, 39).

*B. subtilis* MMB357 (28, Table 1) producing the fusion protein LacI-CFP was kindly
provided by AD Grossman and C Lee (MIT, Cambridge, USA). The cassette coding for the
fusion protein was transferred to *B. subtilis* YB886 by SPP1 transduction (50) to obtain the
isogenic strain GSY10000 (Table 1). In brief, a lysate of SPP1 multiplied in MMB357 was used
to infect 0.3 mL of a late logarithmic phase ($A_{600 \text{nm}} = 1.5; \sim 4 \times 10^8 \text{ cfu mL}^{-1}$) culture of the
receptor strain YB886 supplemented with 10 mM CaCl$_2$. The culture infected with an input
multiplicity of 1 was incubated for 10 min at 37 °C, mixed with 2 mL of prewarmed LB medium
and further incubated with shaking for an additional 10 min. Bacteria were sedimented and
resuspended in prewarmed medium containing 20 μL of anti-SPP1 serum to inactivate free
phages. Bacteria were further incubated for 30 min, sedimented and resuspended in 0.3 mL LB
medium. Serial dilutions of the culture were plated in solid medium supplemented with 12.5 μg
mL$^{-1}$ lincomycin and 0.5 μg mL$^{-1}$ erythromycin to select for transductants resistant to antibiotics
of the macrolide, lincosamide, and streptogramin families ($mls$). The new strain was tested for
tryptophan, methionine and threonine auxotrophy, for phenylalanine prototrophy, for absence of
PBSX and SPβ bacteriophages (17), and for LacI-CFP fluorescence signal in
SPP1$delX110lacO64$ infections (see below).

**Fractionation of *B. subtilis* extracts and Western blot of YueB engineered versions**
The method was adapted from São-José *et al.* (39). Strains YB886, YB886Δ6, YB886.YBGFP, YB886Δ6.PxylYBGFP, and YB886Δ6.PxylYB (Fig. 1A) were grown overnight at 30 °C in LB medium. Cultures were then diluted 1:100 in 500 mL of LB medium (containing 0.5 % xylose in case of Pxyl-driven expression) and grown at 37 °C to an $A_{600 \text{ nm}} =$ 0.8. Bacteria were sedimented and resuspended in 10 mL of lysis buffer (50 mM Hepes, 300 mM NaCl, pH 8, supplemented with 1 mg mL$^{-1}$ lysozyme and a protease inhibitor cocktail at the concentration described by the supplier (complete EDTA-free; Roche Applied Science)). The sample was homogenized by sonication (45 s / 60 % / 0.5 pulse with 1 min interval, 10 cycles). An aliquot of 500 μL was taken (total extract sample) and the remaining volume was centrifuged at 20,000 g for 20 min at 4 °C to clear the lysate removing large aggregates and non-lysed bacteria. After saving 500 μL of the supernatant (soluble extract fraction), 5 mL of supernatant were submitted to ultracentrifugation (120,000 g, 90 min, 4 °C). A 700 μL aliquot of the supernatant was carefully removed (cytoplasmic extract fraction) and the rest of the supernatant discarded. The membrane-enriched pellet was resuspended in 250 μL lysis buffer supplemented with 0.1 % Triton and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 20 min at 4 °C to eliminate insoluble material. The supernatant was used as the membrane extract fraction.

The total protein in different fractions was quantified by NanoDrop (ND-1000 Spectrophotometer, Nuciber) and the amounts of protein specified in the legend of Fig. 1 were loaded into 8 % SDS-PAGE gels, stained with Coomassie Blue to monitor the reproducibility of the fractionation procedure (not shown) or used for Western blot (Fig. 1C,D) as described (39).

**Fluorescence microscopy and image acquisition**

For phage binding localization, overnight cultures of *B. subtilis* YB886 and YB886Δ6 strains were diluted 1:50 in fresh LB medium and grown at 37 °C to exponential phase ($A_{600 \text{ nm}}$ = 0.8). To
stain the bacterial membranes the non-toxic vital membrane dye FM1-43FX (Invitrogen, Eugene, USA) was added to obtain the final concentration of 5 μg mL⁻¹. To inhibit phage DNA synthesis, one of the culture samples was supplemented with 6 (p-Hydroxyphenylazo)-Uracil (HPUra) (kindly provided by NC Brown, GLSynthesis, Worcester, USA) to obtain the final concentration of 200 μM and incubated for 2 min at 37 °C. Qdot655 streptavidin conjugate (Invitrogen) was added to the chemically modified bacteriophage SPP1delX110lacO₆₄, immediately prior to use, to obtain the Qdot streptavidin conjugate concentration of 10 nM, followed by a 5 min incubation at room temperature and centrifuged for 5 min at 5,000 g. The supernatant of Qdot655-labeled bacteriophage SPP1delX110lacO₆₄ was used to infect B. subtilis cultures supplemented with 10 mM CaCl₂. The cultures infected with an input multiplicity of 6 infective phages per bacterium (pfu/cfu) were incubated for 2 min at 37 °C, fixed with glutaraldehyde to a final concentration of 0.5 % and further incubated at room temperature for 2 min. To obtain only stably adsorbed phages, fixed bacteria/phage mixtures were diluted 100-fold with phosphate buffered saline (PBS (37)), sedimented for 5 min at 5,000 g and resuspended in 10 μL of PBS 1x buffer. An aliquot of bacteria (2 μL) was immediately mounted on a thin film of 1.2 % agarose (SeaKem GTG Agarose, Cambrex Bio Science Rockland) in water, on microscope slides (MARIENFELD, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany) and overlaid with a coverslips (MENZEL-GLÄSER, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were immediately imaged by contrast and fluorescence microscopy. Preparation for microscopy was identical for all culture samples described below.

For YueB internal localization, strains producing YueB-GFP fusions were diluted 1:50 from an overnight culture in fresh LB medium. Strain YB886Δ6.PxylYBGFP was grown in presence of 0.5 % xylose for induction. Cells were grown at 37 °C to mid-exponential phase (A₆₀₀ nm =
To stain the bacterial membranes the vital membrane dye FM4-64FX was added to obtain the final concentration of 5 μg mL⁻¹ and imaged as described above. For YueB external localization, overnight cultures of *B. subtilis* YB886.YBGFP and YB886.Δ6.PxyLYBGFP strains were diluted 1:50 in fresh LB medium and grown at 37 °C. Bacteria (500 μL) were collected during exponential growth (A₆₀₀ nm = 0.8) by centrifugation, resuspended in 500 μL of prewarmed LB medium containing 2 % bovine serum albumin (BSA) and then incubated for 10 min at 30 °C with shaking. Rabbit polyclonal antibodies raised against YueB780 (Fig. 1B (41)) (12 μg mL⁻¹) were added and incubated at 30 °C for 10 min. Bacteria were centrifuged, washed once with 800 μL of LB, and resuspended in 400 μL of a 1:2000 dilution of anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 546 fluorescent dye conjugate antibody (Molecular Probes) as a secondary antibody in BSA-LB. After incubation at 30 °C for 5 min cells were washed with 800 μL of LB, resuspended in 500 μL of LB and immediately imaged as described above. Alternatively, samples of exponentially growing bacteria (500 μL) were fixed for 15 min at room temperature with 4 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde and 0.02 % glutaraldehyde in PBS. Fixed cells were washed twice with 800 μL of PBS and resuspended in 400 μL of PBS containing 2 % (w/v) BSA. After incubation at 4 °C for 20 min the cells were sedimented, suspended in 400 μL of BSA-PBS containing anti-YueB polyclonal antibodies (12 μg mL⁻¹), and incubated at 4 °C for 1 h. Cells were washed twice with 800 μL of PBS followed by incubation with secondary antibody and imaging as described above for non-fixed cells.

For SPP1 phage DNA localization, an overnight culture of *B. subtilis* strain GSY10000 producing LacI-CFP was diluted 1:50 in fresh LB medium and grown at 37 °C to A₆₀₀ nm = 0.8. The culture was supplemented with 10 mM CaCl₂, infected at an input multiplicity of 3 with...
SPP1delX110lacO64 followed by incubation for 2 min at 37 °C and microscopy at room temperature.

Image acquisition of contrast and fluorescence observations was performed using a Leica DMRA2 microscope coupled to a Sony CoolSnap HQ cooled CCD camera (Roper Scientific). The digital images were acquired and analyzed with METAMORPH™ version 6 software. Where indicated, images of fluorescent samples were deconvolved within METAMORPH™. Overlays of micrographs were assembled using METAMORPH™ before exporting the images to Adobe PHOTOSHOP™ version CS3. Linear adjustment of contrast was sometimes applied to entire images equally, for better visualization of weak signals (Fig. 4A,B) or to obtain a better signal-to-noise ratio in images taken at early times of post-infection (Fig. 6B). No other electronic enhancement or manipulation was applied to our images.

**Electron microscopy**

The Qdot streptavidin conjugate stock solution (1 μM) was centrifuged at 5,000 g for 3 minutes followed by dilution of the supernatant in water to 5, 10, 20 and 50 nM. A 1 μL aliquot of each dilution was incubated with 9 μL of biotinylated SPP1delX110lacO64 for 5 min at room temperature. The reaction was centrifuged at 5,000 g for 3 min followed by negative staining of the supernatant with uranyl acetate (44) and electron microscopy.

**Results**

**SPP1 particles bind preferentially to B. subtilis cell poles**

Fluorescently labeled bacteriophage SPP1delX110lacO64 particles were produced by chemical attachment of biotin followed by conjugation with streptavidin-coated quantum dots (Qdots,
Qdot655-streptavidin), an adaptation of the method of Edgar et al. (18) used for phages of Gram-negative bacteria. More than 80% of the labeled SPP1 virions contained one or several Qdots, as assessed by electron microscopy (data not shown). No detectable difference in titer was found between phages chemically modified and control phages from the same virus preparation diluted in parallel during the labeling reaction (not shown). Biotinylation and Q-dots attachment had thus no effect in viral infectivity. Irreversible adsorption of SPP1delX110lacO64 to B. subtilis YB886 (k_{ads} = 0.52 ± 0.04 min^{-1} A_{600}^{-1}) was slower than SPP1 wild-type (k_{ads} = 0.85 ± 0.03 min^{-1} A_{600}^{-1}) (Table 2). Biotinylation of SPP1delX110lacO64 particles led to a reduction of k_{ads} to 0.43 ± 0.03 min^{-1} A_{600}^{-1} and subsequent fixation of Qdot655 streptavidin conjugate to modified phages caused and additional decrease of k_{ads} to 0.32 ± 0.06 min^{-1} A_{600}^{-1} (Table 2). The latter effect on adsorption is probably due to steric hindrance of Qdots bound to the phage tail tip region, which affects its interaction with bacterial receptors (41). A sub-population of phage particles with Qdots bound to the tip region was indeed observed by electron microscopy (not shown). The experimental conditions were then optimized for visualization of Qdot-phages bound to bacteria and to compensate for the ~2.7-fold reduction of k_{ads} of Qdot-SPP1delX110lacO64 particles relative to SPP1 wild-type (see Material and Methods and below).

In order to determine the topology of SPP1 binding to B. subtilis cells, the bacterial membrane was stained with the vital green dye FM1-43FX to define individual cells contour (Fig. 2A, top panels) and fluorescent virions were added at an input multiplicity of 6 pfu/cfu. This ratio was optimized to yield a majority of cells with one red fluorescent virion bound per cell (Fig. 2A, bottom panels). Infected bacteria were fixed with glutaraldehyde at 2 min post-infection, diluted 100-fold 2 min later, sedimented and resuspended for visualization of virions stably bound to the cell envelope. Control experiments showed that streptavidin-Qdots alone did not attach to B.
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subtilis cells (data not shown). The distribution of Qdot-labelled phages was determined according to the relative distance to the cell poles (d1, the distance to the closest cell end, divided by the cell length, d2, in Fig. 2B). No correction was made for the total surface available for phage binding in different regions of the cell (e.g. between poles and the bacilli rod) due to cell size variability.

Infection of the B. subtilis wild-type strain YB886 yielded 35 % of bacterial cells with bound Qdot-virions (n = 740, from three independent experiments), which localized preferentially at or close to the cell poles (d1/d2 \( \leq 0.1 \), Fig. 2A,B). Analysis of a subset of cells growing in chains showed that binding to the old bacterial poles was strongly favored (Fig. 2C). Approximately 20 % of SPP1 virions of this subset were found at closed septal regions corresponding to newly forming poles while the remaining virions adsorbed to more central regions of the cell cylinder (Fig. 2C). We next visualised reversible binding alone by infecting the B. subtilis yueB null mutant (strain YB886.Δ6). Only 8 % of the cells lacking the SPP1 receptor YueB had Qdot-phages bound (n = 767, from three independent experiments). The dilution step used in our experimental setup leads to dissociation of most of the reversibly bound phages (7). Like in wild-type cells, Qdots-labeled phages preferentially bound at the cell poles or in their close neighborhood (Fig. 2D). Phage binding gradually decreased from the poles towards mid-cell. The distributions shown in Fig. 2B and D were found to be similar in a t-test (p-value of 0.997). However, this statistical analysis shall be taken cautiously due to the lower data sampling for phages bound to cells lacking YueB (Fig. 2D) compared to wild-type bacteria (Fig. 2B). Taken together, these findings suggested that both reversible and irreversible binding of SPP1 occur preferentially at the cell poles, and thus that reversible adsorption may already target SPP1 for a polar distribution at the B. subtilis surface.
When a large input multiplicity (100 virions/cell) was used to infect wild-type *B. subtilis* cells, a few Qdots-labeled phages were found attached to the bacterial cells at 2 min post-infection, again preferentially at their poles (Fig. 3, top row). In contrast, when cells overproducing YueB were infected, a large number of phages were found stably bound along the length of the bacterial cells, displaying a rather homogeneous punctate distribution on the cell surface (Fig. 3, bottom row). Since phage binding under our experimental conditions is essentially due to irreversible adsorption (see above), this further suggested that functional YueB available for interaction with SPP1 is present in limiting amounts at the surface of wild-type *B. subtilis* cells (7, 39).

**SPP1 receptor YueB exhibits a punctate pattern along the *B. subtilis* sidewalls and concentrates at the cell poles**

The polar localization of SPP1 particles at the *B. subtilis* surface might be imposed by the preferential reversible adsorption to bacterial poles (Fig. 2D) and/or result from the distribution of YueB in the bacterial envelope. YueB is an integral 120 kDa membrane protein found in low amounts in *B. subtilis* (Fig. 1B, 39). Its most abundant forms, as detected in extracts of wild-type *B. subtilis* cells by western blot using a polyclonal antibody raised against YueB780 (Fig. 1B [41]), are truncated polypeptides found associated to membranes after cell fractionation (39, Fig. 1C). These forms did not result from sample degradation (proteolysis) as the same pattern of bands was found when cell extracts were taken directly into trichloroacetic acid to inactivate proteases (23) (data not shown). These observations suggested that YueB is prone to proteolysis in *vivo* or at least immediately after bacterial death, originating the truncated forms observed in Fig. 1C. The dominant species in western blots corresponded to a doublet of bands (only
resolved in long runs of 8 % polyacrylamide gels) with apparent masses around 65 kDa. A less intense band was observed at ~70 kDa and a faint band that likely corresponds to full-length YueB had the electrophoretic mobility expected for a 145 kDa protein (Fig. 1C). This abnormal migration behavior of YueB whose subunit mass is 120 kDa (Fig. 1B) was attributed to its fiber shape (41). All these species were absent in the \textit{yueB} strain YB886Δ6 (Fig. 1C). In cells bearing a GFP fusion to the carboxyl terminus of YueB (Fig. 1), the immunodominant ~65 kDa forms disappeared and a ~90 kDa band, which might correspond to a non-resolved doublet, appeared instead. This indicated that the ~65 kDa species were truncated products of the YueB carboxyl terminus. Western blots developed with anti-GFP antibodies confirmed this assignment (Fig. 1D). Stronger signals for the same immunoreactive bands were obtained with YueB and YueB-GFP overproducing strains (Fig. 1C,D, right panels). Note that five-fold less total protein was loaded on these westerns relative to those shown on the left panels of the figures. The region of YueB that binds to SPP1 is not known and no function was assigned to the individual truncated forms of YueB that are likely present in the cell envelope (Fig. 1C,D).

We thus investigated both the localization of the cytoplasmic YueB–GFP fusion in live cells and the surface (extracellular) distribution of YueB by immunofluorescence microscopy (IFM) in non-permeabilised cells to assess the SPP1 receptor topology. The efficiency of SPP1 plating in cells producing YueB-GFP was similar to that found for bacteria producing equivalent amounts of YueB in a titration plate assay (data not shown). Adsorption was only slightly reduced in the strain expressing the \textit{yueB-gfp} fusion under control of the native \textit{P}_{\text{yuk}} promoter (Fig. 1A) relative to the control wild-type strain YB886 while no difference of \textit{k}_{\text{ads}} was found between strains overproducing YueB and YueB-GFP (Table 2). We concluded that fusion of GFP to the carboxyl-terminus of YueB did not affect receptor activity. Surface localization of
YueB by IFM was performed using polyclonal antibodies raised against the extracellular YueB780 fiber region (Fig. 1B; 41). Pre-incubation of *B. subtilis* cells with anti-YueB780 serum reduced significantly the adsorption constant of SPP1 to bacteria (41), showing that the antibodies recognized regions of YueB at the cell surface that are necessary for its SPP1 receptor activity.

Expression of *yueB* driven from its native promoter as the single gene copy coding for YueB in the cell led to a relatively weak surface labeling in IFM of fixed cells (Fig. 4A). A significant proportion of cells showed a peripheral spotted pattern along the cell cylinder and a strong fluorescence signal at the cell poles (Fig. 4A). A weak fluorescence signal displaying a similar distribution was also obtained for the YueB-GFP fusion whose gene was expressed under control of the *P_yuk* native promoter (Fig. 4B). Membrane staining defining the contour of individual cells in bacterial chains revealed accumulation of YueB-GFP at old cell poles. The pattern of fluorescent protein distribution was particularly prominent when images were deconvolved (Fig. 4B, right panels). Although the fluorescence signals in both cases were weak, consistent with the low endogenous levels of YueB (39), the similarity of the localization pattern of YueB-GFP and extracellular YueB (IFM experiments) lent support to a discrete localization of YueB along the bacterium sidewalls and its accumulation at the old cell poles. It also indicated that the surface distribution of the YueB ectodomain is similar to that displayed by the transmembrane segments and the cytoplasmic tail at its carboxyl terminus.

Ectopic overexpression of *yueB-gfp* under control of a xylose-inducible promoter (Fig. 1A,C) gave a more distinct and intense fluorescence signal in the ensemble of the bacterial population (Fig. 4C). The increased signal-to-noise ratio made the distribution of YueB-GFP along the sidewalls clearly visible, revealing a punctate/banded pattern, and further confirming the
enrichment of YueB at cell poles (Fig. 4C). Again, visualisation of the signal in chains of cells showed that accumulation occurred at the old cell poles in particular. Colocalization of the surface labeling of YueB by IFM and of the YueB-GFP fusion (Fig. 5) suggested that the ectodomain and the cytoplasmic carboxyl terminus of the protein (despite the presence of several truncated forms, Fig. 1C) are physically associated. Integrity of the YueB dimer (41) might be maintained by inter- and intra-subunit interactions between the truncated polypeptides within the YueB quaternary structure explaining the observed similar distribution in the cell envelope.

**SPP1 DNA enters preferentially close to the bacterial poles and replicates in defined foci**

The preferential binding of SPP1 phages to the *B. subtilis* cell poles and the enrichment of the YueB receptor at these sites suggested that phage DNA entry might also be polar. In order to visualize SPP1 DNA entry, we cloned an array of lacO repeats at the unique SphI site of the bacteriophage SPP1delX110 genome. The repeat of lacO (21 bp) operators used was spaced by 10 bp random sequences to prevent genetic instability (27). SPP1delX110, which encapsidates viral chromosomes of wild-type length (45), carries a 3417 bp delX deletion (14) within a non-essential region of its genome. Insertion of the lacO repeat array in a dispensable region of the phage genome combined with the delX deletion lead to no net increase in size of the genome and resulted in viable phages (SPP1delX110lacO64). The repetitive segment of DNA was maintained stably in the SPP1 genome and had no deleterious effect in phage multiplication (data not shown). The phage irreversible adsorption constant to host cells was reduced to 60 % when compared to SPP1 wild-type (Table 2). Titration of SPP1delX110lacO64 with *B. subtilis* cells producing a LacI-CFP soluble fusion (strain GSY10000) was carried out in the presence or in the absence of 1 mM IPTG. The aim was to assess if binding of multiple copies of LacI-CFP to the
lacO tandem repeats in the SPP1 genome affect viral DNA replication or encapsidation into viral capsids. The titer obtained was identical (data not shown) revealing that the local clustering of LacI-CFP in the SPP1 DNA does not impair those processes.

Time-lapse observations of SPP1delX110lacO64 infecting strain GSY10000 were carried out following the setup schematized in Fig. 6A. This experiment showed the appearance of intracellular fluorescent foci upon infection (Fig. 6B). Their size increased with time, which correlated with an increase of their fluorescence intensity and a reduction in the cell background fluorescence (i.e. increased signal-to-noise ratio) (Figs. 6B and 7B). This presumably resulted from the clustering of the LacI-CFP fusion on phage DNA undergoing replication, which initiates at ~3 min post-infection at 37 °C (12, 30 and references therein). Consistently, no increase of phage DNA foci fluorescence was found in infected cells treated with HPUra (white arrows in Fig. 6C), which inhibits bacterial DNA polymerase III - the host enzyme that replicates the SPP1 DNA (36). In some cells, the SPP1 replication centers disappeared with time, possibly due to abortive phage multiplication processes (arrowhead in Fig. 6B). Taken together, these observations indicated that SPP1 genome replication initiates and proceeds at defined foci (‘replication factories’).

Quantitative analysis of the spatial distribution of SPP1 replication foci over time showed that they preferentially localized close to the cell poles, with a wide distribution centered at the pole-cylinder junction (d1/d2 ~ 0.1-0.3) at early infection times (Fig. 7A, black bars). This distribution was shifted towards a more central position in the cell as infection progressed (Fig. 7A, grey bars and Fig. 7B). In chains of cells, a higher number of foci appeared to be present close to old cell poles relative to septal regions and to the middle cell at early times post-infection (not shown). An accurate quantification was hampered by limited sampling of the small...
size and weakly fluorescent foci. Measurement of the length of individual cells (infected and non-infected) at different time points showed that cell growth was not affected by SPP1 infection (data not shown), and that cells kept growing on the microscope slide during the time-lapse experiments (see the elongation of the cells shown in Fig. 6B over time). However, we could not distinguish whether the increase in distance between foci and cell poles over time is a passive process due to cell elongation or if it results from the active movement of the foci.

Discussion

Virus binding and entry in the host cell are the critical steps for initiation of infection. The results presented here show that during infection of the Gram-positive *B. subtilis* bacterium by bacteriophage SPP1 these events occur preferentially at or close to the old cell pole (Fig. 2) which correlates with the position of viral DNA entry and initiation of replication (Fig. 7).

Reversible adsorption, which targets glucosylated poly(glycerolphosphate) WTA, is independent of the SPP1 protein receptor YueB (7) but occurred also preferentially near the cell poles (Fig. 2D). This suggested a particular distribution of WTA, or at least of a particular (glucosylated) form of these polymers recognized by SPP1, at the cell surface. Proteins involved in several steps of WTA synthesis in *B. subtilis* have been reported to localize to division sites and, to a greater or lesser extent, along the lateral sides of the cells in a helix-like pattern but were particularly absent from polar regions (19). As the putative WTA transporter TagGH was virtually absent from old cell poles, it was suggested that the export and hence the incorporation of WTA into the crosswalls occurs during division (septum formation) and is absent after cell separation and formation of the cell poles. This was consistent with the slower turnover of WTA.
at the cell poles relative to the cell cylinder (5, 15, 21, 26, 31). The resulting different properties of cell poles and their highly electronegative character suitable for cation ligation (43) might favour SPP1 binding. Alternatively (or simultaneously) if WTA remain at the old poles for several generation times, this might favor the modification (glucosylation) of the WTA allowing SPP1 recognition at these sites.

Reversible binding at the cell pole may then facilitate virus particle search for its receptor YueB, which was found to localize predominantly at the cell poles too (Figs. 4,5). This can be of significant importance because in the absence of glucosylated WTA the time required for SPP1 to recognize and bind YueB increases drastically (7), probably due to the low abundance of this protein in the cell surface (Fig. 4). Consistently, the kinetic defect can be compensated by overproduction of YueB (7). The ensemble of the data suggests that SPP1 reversible binding to glucosylated WTA at the old poles provides a primary attachment and favourable positioning of SPP1 at the \textit{B. subtilis} surface for rapid interaction with its low abundant receptor YueB.

The localization of endogenous YueB by IFM (Fig. 4A) and of a functional YueB-GFP fusion expressed under control of the native \textit{yueB} promoter as the only copy of YueB in the cell (Fig. 4B) confirmed that the SPP1 receptor is produced in low amounts in wild-type bacteria, and showed that it concentrates primarily at the old cell pole, although some fluorescence was also detected in the cell cylinder (Fig. 4B). Overproduction of YueB confirmed its polar localization and revealed an uneven distribution following a spotted, possibly helix-like, pattern along the cell length (Figs. 4,5). This organization was found for both the YueB cytoplasmic region fused to GFP and for the receptor region exposed to the cell surface that is accessible to antibody labeling (Fig. 5). Higher receptor density correlated with a marked increase of phage binding along the sidewalls (Fig. 3 bottom lane). We hypothesize that the localization along the cell
cylinder of the integral membrane protein YueB, whose ectodomain spans across the entire *B. subtilis* cell wall, results from the mechanism of cell wall growth and structure. Indeed, insertion of new peptidoglycan along the sidewalls of in *B. subtilis* has been shown to follow a banded, helical-like pattern (16, 46) and a recent study using atomic force microscopy showed that the sacculus maintains a coiled-coil cabling architecture (24). We suggest that the large YueB ectodomain is found within the cell wall polymers and that YueB polar accumulation is facilitated by the low turnover of the polar caps of the bacterium.

YueB might be part of or associate with a putative T7SS machinery whose components are co-encoded by the *yuk* operon (39). Presence of YueB-related proteins is one of the features that distinguish the T7SS of Firmicutes (type VIIb subfamily [1]). The subcellular localization of YueB in *B. subtilis* cells (Figs. 4,5) and that of one T7SS component in mycobacteria (13) suggest that this secretion apparatus might be preferentially located at cell poles, like other complex machineries such as the DNA uptake system during transformation (22), chemotaxis proteins complexes and components of the Tat secretion system (11, 29). The effective presence of a T7SS in *B. subtilis* as well as the physiological role of YueB remain to be elucidated. Since other components of the *yuk* operon are not essential for bacteriophage SPP1 infection (39), we conclude that SPP1 uses the YueB region exposed to the bacterial cell surface for specific docking but that the putative T7SS secretion machinery is not essential for delivery of phage DNA to the bacterial cytoplasm.

We engineered the SPP1 genome with a set of lacO repeats to follow it in infected *B. subtilis* cells producing LacI-CFP. Interestingly, the phage DNA was found to localize in foci close to the cell poles early in infection (Fig. 7), which correlated with the preferential polar adsorption of SPP1 (Fig. 2). The majority of phage DNA foci were not at the tip of the poles but in the pole-
cylinder junction region, suggesting that SPP1 might take advantage of particular features of this
region of the cell wall for easier penetration towards the bacterial membrane to deliver its
genome to the bacterial cytoplasm. A single, well-individualized fluorescent focus was found in
individual bacteria infected at low input multiplicity (Fig. 7B). The increase of fluorescence of
each SPP1 DNA focus over time suggested that genome replication occurs at an intracellular
location defined by the position of its entry (Fig. 6). This might involve an initial association of
phage DNA to the membrane for its replication as previously suggested (12). It is interesting to
note that plasmid pHP13 replisomes can also cluster in foci located predominantly close to the B.
subtilis poles (49). In B. subtilis, the efficiency of phages SPP1 and φ29 genome replication was
recently shown to be affected in mreB cytoskeleton mutants (33). The role of MreB was not
established for SPP1, and we have shown that its genome replication occurs at a single focus. In
contrast, φ29 DNA (and components of the φ29 replication machinery) localized in peripheral
helix-like structures that were cytoskeleton-dependent and it was concluded that the MreB
cytoskeleton organizes phage φ29 DNA replication at the membrane (32, 33). φ29 uses a
terminal protein covalently attached to its linear double-stranded DNA molecule that is the
primer for the initiation of phage DNA replication whereas phage SPP1 replicates its DNA
initially via the theta mode and later via a rolling circle mode (4). Thus, organization of viral
DNA replication by the bacterial MreB cytoskeleton, in multiple sites along the periphery of
infected cells, might be specific to phages using the protein-primed mechanism of DNA
replication while the replisomes of phages such as SPP1 and lambda remain confined to a single
replication factory (18; this work).

Edgar et al. (18) showed that different phages of Gram-negative bacteria adsorb selectively to
cell poles and that coliphage lambda DNA entry targets a number of cell components at this
subcellular localization. The present work reveals that the pole and possibly the pole-cylinder
junction are also a preferential target for viral DNA delivery across the Gram-positive envelope.
Phage SPP1 likely exploits particular features of WTA in this region for preferential adsorption
to the bacterium, and uses subsequently the locally enriched surface protein YueB for
irreversible binding to the host. Assembly of a replication focus nearby the polar DNA entry
region may spatially constrain the virus genome for optimal functioning of its replication factory.
These findings provide further support to the growing evidence that phages take advantage of the
host cell architecture for efficient spatial coordination of the sequential events occurring during
infection.
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TABLE 1. B. subtilis strains used in this work. See also Fig. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strains</th>
<th>Genotype and/or relevant featuresa</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YB886</td>
<td>B. subtilis 168 derivative freed of prophages PBSX and SPβ; wild-type strain; SPP1 indicator strain</td>
<td>(51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YB886.Δ6</td>
<td>YB886 derivative with deleted yueB (Δ6 deletion). Contains an eryR marker inserted in the amyE locus; Eryr (0.5 μg mL⁻¹)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YB886.PspacYB</td>
<td>YB886 derivative expressing yueB under the control of the promoter Pspac (inducible with IPTG); Eryr (0.5 μg mL⁻¹)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YB886.Δ6.PxylYB</td>
<td>YB886.Δ6 derivative with Ppxyl-driven expression of yueB (inducible with xylose); Neo (7.5 μg mL⁻¹)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YB886.YBGFP</td>
<td>YB886 derivative driving native expression of yueB-gfp, yueBΩpCB-GFP; Spc (100 μg mL⁻¹)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YB886.Δ6.PxylYBGFP</td>
<td>YB886.Δ6 derivative with Ppxyl-driven expression of yueB-gfp (inducible with xylose); Neo (7.5 μg mL⁻¹), Spc (100 μg mL⁻¹)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMB357</td>
<td>Expression of lacI-cfp, thrC: (Ppen-lacI Δ11-cfp(W7)mls, Eryr (0.5 μg mL⁻¹)); Linr (12.5 μg mL⁻¹)</td>
<td>A.D. Grossman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSY10000</td>
<td>YB886 derivative; expression of lacI-cfp, thrC: (Ppen-lacIΔ11-cfp(W7)mls, Eryr (0.5 μg mL⁻¹); Linr (12.5 μg mL⁻¹)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Eryr, erythromycin resistance; Spc, spectinomycin resistance; Neo, neomycin resistance; Linr, lincomycin resistance

---

TABLE 2. SPP1 irreversible adsorption constants (k_ads) to host bacteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phage</th>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>k_ads min⁻¹ A00⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPP1</td>
<td>YB886</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP1</td>
<td>YB886.Δ6.PxylYB</td>
<td>2.71 ± 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP1</td>
<td>YB886.YBGFP</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP1</td>
<td>YB886.Δ6.PxylYBGFP</td>
<td>2.80 ± 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP1delX110lacOΔst</td>
<td>YB886</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP1delX110lacOΔst + Qdot</td>
<td>YB886</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP1delX110lacOΔst-biotin</td>
<td>YB886</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP1delX110lacOΔst-biotin-Qdot</td>
<td>YB886</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Figure legends**

**Fig. 1.** Expression of *yueB* and *yueB-gfp* fusions in *B. subtilis*. A. Relevant genomic organization of strains used in this study, with different levels of *yueB* or *yueB-gfp* expression (see Material and Methods for details). The *yueB-gfp* fusion was cloned under the control of the native yukE promoter (strain YB886.YBGFP) or of the inducible *P_{xylA}* promoter at the ectopic amyE locus (strain YB886.Δ6.PxylYBGFP). B. Scheme of YueB, YueB-GFP, and YueB780 showing their putative signal peptide (SP) and transmembrane (TMD) segments, extracellular (ectodomain), and cytoplasmatic regions. YueB780 is a dimeric elongated fiber active to trigger SPP1 DNA ejection *in vitro* whose sequence covers most of the ectodomain region of YueB (41). C-D. Production of YueB and YueB-GFP in total cell extracts (T) and after fractionation into cytoplasmic (C) and membrane (M) fractions. Their composition was characterized by western blot using anti-YueB780 (C) and anti-GFP (D) antibodies. The amount of total protein loaded per lane was 30 μg (NanoDrop quantification) for YB886.Δ6.PxylYBGFP and YB886.Δ6.PxylYB (right panels), whereas 150 μg (5-fold) were loaded for YB886, YB886.YBGFP and YB886.Δ6 (left panels) to increase sensitivity. Molecular mass markers are shown on the left. The assignment of YueB-derived bands is shown on the right.

**Fig. 2.** Localization of phage SPP1 particles on the surface of *B. subtilis* cells. A. Snapshot gallery of wild-type *B. subtilis* YB886 membrane-stained, to define the cell contour (top row) and containing Qdot655-labelled SPP1_{delX110lacO64} phages (bottom row). Arrows and arrowheads show Qdot-phages at the cell poles and at septal regions, respectively. B-D. Percentage of Qdot-labeled SPP1 particles at the indicated relative distance (d1/d2) to the closest
cell pole in the wild-type strain YB886 (B); to the old cell pole or to the closed septum in chains of two or more YB886 bacteria (a subset of data from B) (C); and to the closest cell pole in the B. subtilis yueB deletion strain YB886.Δ6 (Fig. 1A) (D). Infections were carried out at an input multiplicity of 6 phages per bacterium as described in Material and Methods. Results are from three independent infection experiments in which a total number of 400 (B), 96 (C) and 125 (D) cells with a single Qdot phage were measured. Note that the lower number of counts for YB886.Δ6 is due to the lack of irreversible adsorption to these cells explaining why only 8% of the cells have a Qdot phage.

Fig. 3. SPP1ΔdelX110lacO64 binding to B. subtilis cells at high multiplicity of infection. Qdot-labeled phages (100 virions per bacterium) were incubated with B. subtilis YB886 (upper row) or with the YueB-overproducing strain YB886.PspacYB (bottom row) for 2 min followed by fixation and dilution as described in Material and Methods.

Fig. 4. Localization of YueB in B. subtilis. A. Labeling of YueB at the cell surface of fixed GSY10000 cells labeled with polyclonal anti-YueB780 antibodies. B,C. Cytoplasmic localization of YueB in B. subtilis YB886.YBGFP (expression of the yueB-gfp fusion under the native P_{yuk} promoter; Fig. 1A) (B) and YB886.Δ6.Pxy1YBGFP (yueB-gfp fusion under the control of a strong xylose inducible promoter; Fig. 1A) (C). The YueB cytoplasmic carboxyl terminus (39, 41) was fused to GFP (Fig. 1). Columns in B,C show, from left to right, brightfield; FM4-64FX stained membranes; YueB-GFP fluorescence, and 2D deconvolution of the YueB-GFP signal.
Fig. 5. Colocalization of YueB on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane and at the cell surface in *B. subtilis* YB886Δ6.Pxy1YBpGFP (Fig. 1A) using a GFP fusion to the YueB cytoplasmic region (B,D,E) and immunostaining with anti-YueB antibodies (surface labelling) (C-E), respectively. Overlays of the images are shown in D and E (deconvolved), where YueB-GFP is in green and anti-YueB antibodies are in red.

Fig. 6. Time-lapse of bacteriophage SPP1delX110lacO64 infection. A. Experimental setup. t0, infection; t2, 2 min post-infection (p.i.), t8-73, 8 to 73 min p.i. B, C. Images of *B. subtilis* producing LacI-CFP infected by phage SPP1delX110lacO64 (input multiplicity of 3) in the absence (B) or presence of HPUra (C) were taken at the p.i. times indicated. Brightfield (top row); FM4-64FX membrane staining (second row); LacI-CFP (third row). The bottom row shows overlays of membrane staining and CFP fluorescence. The arrowheads show a focus that disappears during infection. The white arrows show small LacI-CFP spots in infected cells treated with HPUra.

Fig. 7. Localization of phage SPP1delX110lacO64 DNA in *B. subtilis* infected cells. A. Percentage of SPP1 DNA spots at the indicated distance relative (d1/d2) to the closest cell pole (old cell pole or closed new septum) on the bacterial cell, as observed by fluorescence microscopy (B). Measurements from three independent infections were carried out as schematized in Fig. 2B at early (black bars; 200 cells with a single SPP1 DNA spot were measured from images taken between 9 and 13 min p.i.) and late (grey bars; 200 cells with a
single SPP1 DNA spot were measured from images taken between 30 and 40 min p.i.) time-points after infection. B. Cells producing LacI-CFP (cyan) were infected by phage SPP1<del>X110lacO</del> (input multiplicity of 3) and imaged at a late time point after infection (between 30 and 40 min p.i.). The cell outline was visualized with the vital membrane stain FM4-64FX (red).
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